
Subject: Jelly vs CW.cc results
Posted by TD on Sat, 19 Dec 2009 21:54:29 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

CW.cc managed to get a team of 5 going and the first map started on Field with Jelly on Nod and
CW.cc on GDI. Both harvesters were quite safe at the start and GDI managed to get a few grens
off the Nod refinery. Nod got a light tank in the field fairly quick and held back the MRLS at the
GDI base. An arty moved up as well after that to counter the med. Soon, Nod took the field with
two more light tanks and with an arty from distance Jelly kept the Field.

GDI lost an mrls and two meds after another arty moved up in the Field and they had a sneaky
idea: obwalk a building (note: not BACKWALK, the legit one). However the obelisk had *cheat
name removed*and headshot all of them. Jelly moved up a bit right away with what they had in
the Field and started hitting the weapons factory. It was going down pretty quick but they
managed to save it and push Nod back further in the field.

After a few minutes of battling like this, Jelly noticed GDI took too long to get back in the field, so
moved up all the way to the entrance to both suicide back to the base and hit weapons factory.
WF went down pretty quick and since no-one was repairing it, Jelly got their first 2 BP right there
after destroying it. Not long after they took out the AGT by pounding the inside and rushing a light
tank to it after taking out the last GDI vehicles.

After all of that GDI couldn't resist much longer and lost the refinery and shortly after the barracks
by a nuke. Jelly won by basekill in 15 minutes and 42 seconds.

CW.cc didn't even bother playing as Nod though, they forfeited it.

Jelly is the winner and champion of the RGCT. CW.cc finished #2.

Thanks to all participants of the tournament, I hope you guys enjoyed this.
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